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5.1 Motion regarding purchase of new fridge (Fei Shu, in absentia) p.8 
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In attendance: 

Nina Maness (President) 

Grace Zell (VP External) 

Elizabeth Nash (VP-Internal) 

Caitlin Keenan (Secretary) 

Sean Astle (Communications Officer) 

Sebastian Lamoureux (Knowledge Continuity Officer) 

Samantha Koshowski (Archives and Documentation Officer) 

Diego Sandoval Hernandez (PGSS Representative) 

Nicola Vernon (Shadow Curriculum Committee Representative) 

Patrick Molicard-Chartier (PhD Curriculum Committee Representative) 

Devon Lemire (Publications Committee Chair) 

 

Regrets: 

Brittany McCartney (Treasurer) 

Fei Shu (SIS PhD Representative) 

Julie Lin (Curric Committee Representative, MISt II) 

Noelle Dubé (Social Affairs Committee Chair) 

Tran Phan (Prof. Assoc. Liaison; Career Fair Committee Chair) 

Ruth E. Hwang (Chief Returning Officer-Parliamentarian) 

 

3:47pm  Call to order  

1 Approval of the agenda  

Approved unanimously 

 

2 Approval of the minutes 

Approved unanimously 

3:37pm Announcements 

3.1 All Associations Meeting 

Nina.: A SIS All Associations Meeting will be held Friday, October 9 from 12 PM to 1 

PM in the EDU 613. KCO and treasurer will train the representatives from each student 

association how to use the SIS wiki and apply for funding. 

Members of MISSA who also belong to other student associations are encouraged to 

come. 

3.2  Fall PGSS General Meeting 

The Fall PGSS General Meeting is taking place Wednesday October 14th at 7pm in the 

Thomson House Ballroom. This is a great opportunity for anyone interested in PGSS (or 

just to see how PGSS works) to observe and vote! 

3:49 pm  Reports 

3:49pm  4.1 President's report 
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1. Accreditation Preparation has begun: 

- Five self-study groups and one working group/advisory committee, each with one MISt 

I and one MISt II STUDENT. The MISSA curriculum representatives are involved in the 

study groups, and Liz and Nina are attending advisory committee meetings. 

- The committee is considering hiring students as part of workstudy; keep your ears open 

for more information on this subject. 

- If you have any questions about the process, talk to Nina. 

2. MISSA is helping organize an event for SOLS 

The event is tentatively scheduled for Oct. 30th from 12 to 2 p.m 

The Southern Ontario Library Service provides programs and services to public libraries 

on behalf of the Ontario Minister of Tourism, Culture and Sport. SOLS serves the public 

libraries of almost 200 municipalities from Windsor to the Quebec border and north to 

Muskoka, ranging in population from hundreds to hundreds of thousands. Included in this 

mandate are a small number of libraries that serve predominantly francophone 

communities in eastern Ontario. The librarian that supported this community retired last 

year and they are having difficulty finding a suitable bilingual candidate. They will be 

posting the job again but at a more junior level. Their hope is that they will attract 

someone with perhaps less experience but a willingness to learn and take on a challenge. 

They hope to present about this opportunity, and SOLs in general, to current and former 

MISt students. 

MISSA is helping to organize this event and provide advertising. We are looking for 

someone to volunteer to head up the advertising campaign; this would mainly involve 

contacting former students in creating a Facebook event.  

- A call for volunteers elicited no immediate response. Look for an email to follow. 

3. Downstairs Kitchen 

- PhDs are no longer allowed to use the faculty kitchen on the main floor of the SIS 

mansion; as a result, Masters and PhD students will now share the basement kitchen. This 

situation makes the replacement of the fridge in the basement a pressing issue 

[Secretary’s note: see motions 5.1, 5.2, below] 

-The PhDs have also suggested that we do something with the kitchen or the basement 

meeting room to convert it into a communal space. Discussions on this point are ongoing; 

stay tuned. 

4. All Associations Meeting: 

There is an All Associations Meeting scheduled for October 9th, 12-1pm; see 

announcement for details. We would like to hold more frequent All Association Meetings 

in the future to improve networking and communication between associations. 

3:54pm  4.2 VP Internal's report 

- There is a presentation being held for MISt I students detailing the course offerings for 

Winter 2016 and the 2016-2017 school year. All MISt I students are encouraged to 

http://sols.org/
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attend. Note that there has been a room change for this event; check your email for 

further details. 

3:55pm  4.3 VP External's report  

PGSS will be holding a referendum (which impacts all PGSS members) with polling 

tentatively scheduled for Oct. 21-27th. The question mainly have to do with fee increases. 

The following yes-no questions will be included on the ballot:  

Special Projects: 
Understanding that demand for Special Projects’ fund greatly exceeds current funding, 

leaving the fund with a current deficit of $611 000, do you agree that PGSS modify the 

non-opt-outable Special Projects fee of $4.60 per semester (excluding summer) to $6.60, 

starting in January 2016, and continuing to and including this Winter 2020, at which time 

the Fee may be reintroduced via referendum? This fee will apply to all PGSS members. 

At any point, PGSS or its members may bring forward a referendum to reduce or modify 

this fee. 

Membership: 
Understanding that membership fees have decreased greatly in recent year, limiting 

PGSS’s ability to provide services to its members, do you agree that PGSS modify the 

non-opt-outable membership fee of 32.59$ per semester (excluding summer) to 36.14, 

starting in January 2016, and continuing until such time that this fee is brought back to 

referendum? The membership fee funds general PGSS activities, including Services, 

Advocacy, and Events. This fee will apply to all PGSS members and be tied to inflation. 

A no vote will result in a reduction of PGSS Services to members. 

FEUQ:** Not approved by the executive - subject to change 
As per the decision of the FEUQ to cease levying membership fees as part of its winding 

down (liquidation) effective September, 2015, do you agree that the PGSS permanently 

cancel, starting January 2016, the non-opt-outable FEUQ membership of $ 2.53 per term 

(excluding summer) currently applied to all PGSS members?  

CKUT Radio Station:* 
Do you agree to increase the current opt-outable CKUT Radio fee of $3.75 by $1.50, 

bringing it to a total of $5.25 per term for full time graduate students, and of $1.88 by 

$1.50 bringing it to a total of $3.38 per term for part time graduate students effective of 

Winter 2016 semester and running until and including Winter 2020 to support the CKUT 

Radio Project?  This fee will apply to all PGSS members (barring those who opt-out). A 

majority no vote will result in the reduction of services, including student internships, at 

the radio station. 

 

Updates on this referendum will be announced; the PGSS reps may be making class visits 

in the next weeks to encourage people to vote. If you need information, resources or 

support on any of these questions, please let Grace know and she will help connect you to 

the information you need. Alternatively, you can email the PGSS CRO, Colby, 

at Elections.pgss@mail.mcgill.ca 

 

-Nina: Do the PGSS reps have to be neutral on matters like this? Furthermore, can 

MISSA take an official position as a council? 

- Grace: Reps can have opinions and positions on ballot questions, but only within a 

designated timeframe. For the present referendum, that time has passed.  

- Grace to check on whether student groups like MISSA can adopt official positions on 

PGSS referendum questions. 

mailto:Elections.pgss@mail.mcgill.ca
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[Response received from Colby Briggs, PGSS Chief Returning Officer, on Nov. 10, 

2015. Full text of response is confidential. Gist of response is as follows: 

 MISSA members are advised to refer to the Society Activities manual for official 

rules re: formal positions on referenda. 

 Note, however, that as a PGSA, MISSA is not governed by election rules unless 

we opt to be part of a referendum options committee (individual MISSA members 

can run to lead these committees); as a result, official campaign rules do not 

apply to us. 

 Thus, aside from PGSS general rules (as outlined in Society Activities manual), 

we are free to conduct any campaign activities we wish – take a position, make 

posters, contact members, perform classroom visits, etc.] 

 

4:00pm  4.4 Treasurer's report (in absentia) 

How to Apply for Funding 

[Secretary’s note: forms omitted from published minutes] 

Nina: Some background to the discussion below: MISSA is planning to open a BNO bank 

account. We started this process, and Nina and Brittany will be meeting with the bank 

tomorrow (October 8) to finalize it. Prior to this year, PGSS held our money; as of this 

year, we will be responsible for our own funds, which will be released by PGSS twice a 

year to our own bank account. This shift changes the process for funding student groups. 

Under the new system, student groups will apply directly to us, and we will allocate funds 

ourselves. The discussion below outlines the new funding process. 

Each semester every student pays a ten-dollar fee ($10) that is placed in the PGSS 

Student Life Fund. MISSA allocates this money to its committees and other SIS related 

student associations for enriching your student experience, enabling and providing career 

guidance opportunities and other events relevant to the SIS student population. 

In order for student associations to access these funds there is a 3-step process: 

1. Fill out a MISSA Donation Request Form and submit this to the MISSA Treasurer. Try 

to do this at least a week before the event, so that a meeting can be called (while this can, 

in theory, be done after the event, it cannot be assumed that you will automatically be 

reimbursed for money already spent). 

o The treasurer will then present the Donation Request Form at the next MISSA 

meeting where the council will discuss and vote on the amount of funding that will be 

given, based on the impact of the event on all MISSA members.  

o Once the MISSA council has determined the amount allocated, the treasurer will 

notify the student association. 

 

2. Keep all receipts (copies or originals) and submit them to the treasurer within two 

weeks of the event (by email or in person). 

o Funds will only be released by the MISSA Treasurer with receipts 
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o In the case you do not have a receipt, due to the type of service/product purchased for 

your event, fill out a MISSA Invoice 

 

3. Once these are submitted, the MISSA Treasurer will write a cheque for the agreed 

amount and you will be asked to sign a form saying you have received the money. 

These forms can be completed online and receipts can be scanned and e-mailed to the 

MISSA treasurer or given in print. 

For more info: MISSA Treasurer: brittany.mccartney@mail.mcgill.ca 

PGSS: studentlife.pgss@mail.mcgill.ca 

- Addendum: Presentation of 2014-2015 budget and proposed budget for 2015-2016 

[Secretary’s note: see p.9 for attachment] 

- Nina: The details of the budget can be discussed in the next meeting: if anyone has 

concerns, please raise them with Brittany or put forward a motion to be included in the 

next agenda. 

- Grace: Does funding for social events come out of the discretionary budget, or is there 

a separate budget for activities like SIS-mas? 

-  Brittany (in absentia; response received by email, October 7): Last year, it seems that 

events of that nature came from the funds allocated to MISSA as an association. The 

discrepancy from this year for the orientation party was because it was paid for directly 

using cash that had been removed from the bank account last year.  

4:07pm  4.6 Communications Officer's report 

- Concerning the MLISSA logos (our previous logos, which infringed on copyright): these 

are been changed now on the SIS wiki. If anybody else wants to have a say in what the 

new logo should look like or change it at all, let Sean know. Last year, MISSA held a 

contest to design a new logo, but there was little interest from the student body. We can 

reopen this issue if anyone is interested. 

- Concerning the MLISSA Twitter account: the password has now been acquired, and the 

offending logo has been changed. Moving forward, we need to decide what we want to do 

with this Twitter account. 

- The list of new Council members has mostly been updated to reflect the recent election, 

and this process should be completed very soon. 

- Concerning the MISSA listserv, there is a problem with associations sending emails to 

the wrong address (the distribution point), rather than the proper collection point (the 

mlissa.pgss email address). This is causes difficulties in releasing the messages and 

sending them out. Sean will be addressing this issue at the All Associations Meeting on 

Friday; he asks all MISSA members who are involved in other associations to talk to 

their respective associations to make sure they are sending mail to the correct email 

address. 

- The Communications Committee meeting is happening soon. If you have concerns or 

questions, please send them to Sean. 

mailto:studentlife.pgss@mail.mcgill.ca
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- Grace: Point of Information: there is an ongoing attempt being made to get the email 

address changed to MISSA from MLISSA (the PGSS agenda still lists our organization as 

MLISSA too). Grace has been trying to pin down the right person to discuss this issue 

with. Nina and Sean are also following up; hopefully there will be movement on this front 

soon.  

4:15pm  4.7 Knowledge Continuity Officer's report 

- If you have any questions about how knowledge continuity and MISSA works, ask 

Sebastian and he’ll get back to you. 

  - Patrick: Do we need to request access to the SIS wiki? 

  - Nina: No, but you do need permission to edit it. 

4:15pm  4.8 Career Fair Committee Representative's report (in absentia; read by Nina) 

As you probably already know, some members of the Committee have met on several 

occasions during the summer to get a head start on the preparation for this year's Career 

Fair. Our decisions and activities can be summed up in four points: 

 

First point: The Committee has set its objective for this year's Career Fair to be to find 

and recruit employers with actual hiring needs. The Committee acknowledged and 

accepted that, due to current economic constraints, it may fail in this endeavour. 

 

Second point: The Committee has unanimously agreed to organize this year's Career Fair 

in full partnership with EBSI. Over the summer, a sub-committee was formed and met 

with AEEEBSI representatives to negotiate and make a first draft of a partnership 

agreement. This agreement formed the basis upon which the EBSI student body has 

elected its first Career Fair Committee during its Annual General Assembly on Thursday 

September 24th.  

 

A copy of the agreement was given to Prof. Dalkir when I met with her (and Prof. 

Bouthillier) earlier this semester. 

 

Third point: The members of the Summer Committee did an extensive research of 

possible venues for the Career Fair and has come up with a short list of five potential 

venues. Final selection and booking can be made once the financial allocation from 

MISSA is known. It is my hope that we would be able to advertise the date and location 

of the 2016 Career Fair before the Christmas break. 

 

Finally: A sub-committee is working on building a database to better store and manage 

our list of employers, venues, and sponsor. 

 

I am currently in touch with my counterpart at EBSI to have our first meeting as a SIS-

EBSI Committee and make the final selection for the date and venue for the Career Fair. 

In the meantime, I invite all members of the MISSA council (and SIS students in general) 

to join us (the Career Fair Committee) as we would need all the help we can get to attain 

our objective for this year. 
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4:17pm New Business 

5.1. Motion to repair or replace the refrigerator in the basement (which has been broken 

for almost one year) [Secretary’s note: formal motions and votes are included below, 

following record of discussion]  

- Sean: Last year, wasn’t there discussion of having the old fridge cleaned and fixed? 

- Nina: Yes, but it never got fixed. Point of Information: this is been an ongoing problem 

for several years, and the PhD’s feel strongly about having it fixed. We get money from 

the PhD students to, and there is an existing surplus in the budget from last year. 

- Grace: it seems like we should definitely buy a new one, but I also want to make sure 

that information about the existence of the fridge is made available to Masters students, 

and that everybody feels like they are allowed to use the fridge. Suggest that Devon could 

post about the fridge on the blog; note in particular that fridge uses available for student 

associations to store food for events and meetings. 

- Sam: Why are there question marks next to the delivery fees for certain fridges? Can we 

check into this further? 

- Nina: Julie has done extensive research on this issue, and she thinks this is the best 

option for a number of reasons. We could delay the motion to do more research, but this 

issue has been dragging on and we are under pressure from the Department to move 

forward with a solution. 

- Sebastian: Just to confirm, did you say that the money for this is coming from last 

year’s budget? 

- Nina: The funds come from MISSA’s general budget, but we did not use our budget last 

year and are operating with a surplus, so this purchase should not detract from other 

planned expenditures. 

Patrick moved that the original vote listed in the agenda be split into 2 motions. 

This change is reflected below. 

5.1 Motion regarding purchase of new fridge (1) 

WHEREAS the graduate student fridge in the basement of the SIS mansion has been 

broken for at least a year, and  

WHEREAS repair attempts and discussion to date have failed to achieve results, 

BIRT the MISSA Council fund the purchase of a new refrigerator for student use and the 

removal of the previous fridge.  

Motion passes: 11 in favour, 0 against, 0 abstaining 

5.2 Motion regarding purchase of new fridge (2) 

WHEREAS extensive research has been undertaken by Julie to find the best possible 

fridges for the student body’s needs, and 

WHEREAS the Department has requested that this issue be resolved as soon as possible, 
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BIRT the MISSA Council fund the purchase of the Kenmore fridge (product 646-

000947606-253-3-60022) ($599.97), the delivery of said fridge ($69.96), and the removal 

of the previous fridge ($25.00). [Secretary’s note: Details in spreadsheet below] 

Motion passes: 11 in favour, 0 against, 0 abstaining 

 

4:30pm   Adjourned. 

 


